BioPEPR: a system for the automatic prescreening of cervical smears.
A feasibility study has indicated that a Prescion Encoding and Pattern Recognition (PEPR) cathode ray tube prescreening system for cervical smears can be both accurate and fast. Smears are prepared using a syringing technique and are stained with a Feulgen-type nuclear stain and a protein counter-stain. The use of film as an intermediate step between the cells and Bio PEPR allows the scanning of fields as large as 8 x 8 mm. The morphological features of the cells are measured as directed by a hierarchical decision strategy. Additional programs detect artifacts, overlaps, and leukocytes. For clean samples, false positive and false negative rates on the cell level have been obtained that will allow acceptable smear level rates (10% false positive, 1% false negative). These rates have been reached without compromising the required speed goals of 120 to 180 smears per hr. The efficiency of the system is dependent on the quality of the smears. Measurements on a set of 192 routinely prepared smears indicate acceptable false negative rates and a false positive rate of about 18%. A reduction of this rate is expected with small improvements in cell preparation and measuring software, leading to the overall system efficiency required for commercial feasibility.